
WHAT IS THE PROCESS?

After contacting AG Wrap, we will provide an estimate of cost based on your options. Once a price is 
agrees on, we require a half down deposit. Typically within 3-5 days of deposit we will provide an 
initial proof of the design concept. Once we have an approved proof, we will then send your product 
into production.

HOW MUCH DOES A WRAP COST?

Wrap prices vary based on the amount if coverage needed. We can keep it as basic as cut vinyl Wrap prices vary based on the amount if coverage needed. We can keep it as basic as cut vinyl 
lettering, to partially covering a vehicle, all the way to fully covering a vehicle top to bottom including 
the roof, mirrors, door handles, trim, grill, etc. With all the varieties and options we have come up 
with two main differences: “commercial” and “custom”.

HOW CLEAN DOES MY VEHICLE NEED TO BE?

Please refer to our Vehicle Prep guide under About AGWraps menu in How We Work.

CAN I WASH AND WAX?

Yes, we recommend hand washing using a spray tech wax or hand applied wax. No pressure washers, Yes, we recommend hand washing using a spray tech wax or hand applied wax. No pressure washers, 
high speed buffer, etc. For additional info, please refer to our Vehicle Maintenance guide under About 
AGWraps menu in How We Work.  

WHAT WARRANTY IS INCLUDED?

We mainly use all 3M products which have a manufacture warranty of 2 years on horizontal surfaces 
and a 5 year warranty on vertical surfaces. We can personally back this with a one year installation 
warranty to insure installation was done properly. This warranty covers bubbling, lifting, peeling, etc. 
We stand behind what we do and what we hear from customers to improve our skills.We stand behind what we do and what we hear from customers to improve our skills.



HOW LONG DOES THE PROCESS TAKE?

Once the art is approved, all wraps are typically installed within a 6-12 hour period, although we 
prefer the vehicle to be dropped off by mid-day the day before installation to allow the proper time 
for wrap prep. The day of install is only used for install itself. We have to let the vehicle sit for at least 
12 hours prior to installation in a climate controlled area. We then use a few hours the next day to 
reassemble anything remaining as well as do a final quality inspection. The vehicle is then ready 
for pick up around mid day.for pick up around mid day.

CAN A WRAP BE REMOVED?

Yes, the wrap can be removed with no damage to a painted surface in good shape. We do offer wrap 
removal services in which the price is determined on time. The time is determined on how long the 
applied wrap had been on the vehicle. 

CAN YOU WRAP AN UNPAINTED OR PRIMED BODY PARTS?

No. Primed, unpainted, bondo, fiberglass, etc is not recommended to wrap. 
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